Sulla's retirement into private life in 79 BC has provoked numerous explanations, including illness, apathy towards Rome's future and the intended act as a result of the completion of his work. Carcopino's theory\(^1\), that when Sulla intended to become a monarch a combination of Pompey, the Metelli and the remainder of the nobility forced him to abdicate, since he was unwilling to resort to arms again (in order to maintain his position), was criticised by Scullard in his standard history of the period\(^2\). Scullard himself suggested that Sulla retired when he thought he simply had done enough, particularly with the increase in the Senate's powers in an attempt to bring about a return to a republican form of government. In the latest work on Sulla Keaveney extends Scullard's point somewhat and feels that Sulla withdrew from Rome because he considered his continued presence would inhibit the workings of the reformed republic, in which the pro-Sullan Q. Catulus was defending his legislation against M. Lepidus\(^3\).

All of these explanations are, of course, speculative; hardly a surprise given the existing evidence. Appian (BC 1.103) rather eulogistically states that Sulla voluntarily retired to live at his country estate in Cumae, whilst Plutarch in his Vita of Sulla has nothing to say about the actual retirement but is more concerned with gory descriptions of the final stages of Sulla's fatal disease. Although I am uncomfortably aware of merely adding to the speculation, the purpose of this short paper is to put forward another motive for Sulla's retirement, a refinement of the Carcopino theory, which involves both Sulla's coinage and the rôle of the Sullani.

Despite the arguments of David Stockton, that Sulla always intended to resign when he had completed his work and that no external pressures were brought to bear on him\(^4\), I believe that Sulla was aiming at autocratic power and to rule Rome behind the façade of the Republican constitution, ensured by his control of the new omnipotent senate. At the end of 82 Sulla officially assumed the cognomen Felix, saw the confirmation of the Leges Corneliae and the erection of a gilded equestrian statue in his honour facing the Rostra, and celebrated a magnificent triumph (App. BC 1.97; Plut. Sulla 34.1–3). As Balsdon states, all of this symbolised the end of a chapter: the conclusion of the war in the east and the suppression of Catilina.

\^I wish to thank Professor Harold Mattingly for his usual incisive comments on a draft of this paper, and the Department of Coins and Medals of the British Museum, London, for the photograph of the gold aureus of Sulla.
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of the Marians at home\(^5\)). Sulla was now all-powerful and, correspondingly, as a result of the proscriptions his band of supporters, the Sullani, also exercised an influential rôle in Roman politics\(^6\).

Sulla’s equestrian statue seems to have been the first for any living Roman (at least in Rome), and although the honour was probably tolerated his coinage may well have caused discontent amongst his supporters, perhaps fuelled by the moderate or middle group which had joined him after the fall of Cinna\(^7\). It was normal practice for coins to bear the images of gods and dead heroes and individuals; so, for example, L. Caesar (cos. 90) coined with head of Venus in c. 104, following Crawford’s dating, as Sulla was to do later\(^8\). However, Sulla went one stage further when his equestrian statue and thus, in effect, his own portrait appeared on his coins whilst he was still alive; see the gold *aureus* which appears on the plate\(^9\). This particular coin was struck after Sulla’s triumphal coins of 82\(^10\), and following Kent it is extremely likely that it was struck not in the east but in Rome itself\(^11\). That the coin was struck there rather than in the east illuminates the political implications and significance of this coinage as far as Sulla’s motives go.

In effect, Sulla had set himself up as the first emperor of Rome\(^12\), and the coinage is a direct indication of this. However, his megalomania proved his downfall. In 81 he abdicated his dictatorship, holding the consulship for the following year probably in an effort to preserve the republican façade\(^13\). He may have intended to hold successive consulships, following the precedent of Marius (104–100), resulting in practice in his control of the state through the Senate. However the over-mighty general had finally over-reached himself; even his cognomen *Felix* smacked of arrogance\(^14\), and whilst both the Senate and people had been unable to resist the Lex Valeria an emperor at this time was something that could not be tolerated. Moreover, Sulla was very ill, not only physically but also mentally; who knew what insane course he may choose to follow or laws he may make to the detriment of Rome?\(^15\) Thus the only faction powerful enough at that
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time to depose him did precisely that. It was the Sullani who forced Sulla from Rome, probably aided by the advanced stages of his disease, allowing him out of loyalty to live out an anticipated short life in the country, well away from Rome. Sulla did not retire: he was retired.

Why then bring him back to Rome in 79 for the consular elections for 78? According to Keaveney Sulla retired, having created a group of supporters who would uphold his acta, and expected to play the rôle of the elder statesman, going into Rome only when needed. These particular elections, involving the struggle between Catulus, M. Lepidus and Mam. Lepidus, were an indication of that\(^{16}\). But even though Sulla had married Scaurus’ widow Caecilia by 87 his relations with the Caesars and Catulus seem to have remained close. Although at first sight my suggestion for Sulla’s retirement above brings me into conflict with Keaveney, this is not necessarily the case. Sulla still had influence; there was still much political capital to be made out of one’s name (just as there is today), and it is plausible that at the first set of elections following his withdrawal from Rome his presence was deemed necessary in view of the Pompey-backed candidate M. Lepidus. The point that I think needs to be emphasized is that Sulla does not appear to be a free agent in returning to Rome; others decided for him that his presence was required, hence his return, and again we see the Sullani at work. The success of M. Lepidus spelt the end of Sulla’s usefulness\(^ {17}\), and indeed dissension amongst the ranks of the Sullani quickly followed\(^ {18}\).
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The purpose of this paper has been to extend the theory of Carcopino and to suggest that Sulla was deliberately ousted from power – and from Rome – by the only group able to do so: his own\textsuperscript{19). Such an occurrence was the result of a number of factors, including Sulla’s rapidly deteriorating health, but principally the production of coins which not only flouted Roman tradition but also was a visible sign of the autocratic power he dared to hold. In the 70s the Roman state was not yet ready to endure an emperor, as is demonstrated by Sulla’s “retirement”; nor was it a little over a quarter of a century later when Julius Caesar followed much the same course but was to suffer a more bloody demise.
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\textsuperscript{19) See Keaveney, Sulla 207 f. for the “split” in Sulla’s group which was to challenge his authority.}

**DORYPHOROE IN CURTIUS 3.3.15 AGAIN**

Curtius 3.3.15, describing the procession of the Persian forces as they set out to do battle with Alexander, mentions the ‘Spear-bearers’ (i.e., ‘Bodyguard’) of the King. *Doriphorae vocabantur proximum bis agmen, soliti vestem excipere regalem* (‘On nommait Doriphores la troupe qui les suivait immédiatement; on leur confiait d’ordinaire la garde-robe du roi’, Bardon, Budé tr., vol. 1, p. 10; cf. ‘The troop next to these, who were accustomed to take care of the royal robes, were called Spear-bearers’, Rolfe, Loeb tr., vol. 1, p. 83).

In RhM 128 (1985) 366, I suggested emending the second half of the passage to read *soliti* (ad) *vestibulum excubare regale*, thus returning some dignity to the Persian Bodyguard. I now think that this solution is incorrect, though the error is still to be found in Curtius’ text. *Doriphorae*, the reading of the MSS., if it really does refer to ‘Spear-bearers’, should at any rate read *doriphoroe (= δοροφόροι)*. But the Greek source, which Curtius followed and translated probably read δοροφόροι (lit., ‘Giftbearers’).\textsuperscript{1)}

What all this means is explained by Aelian, VH 1.22, who describes the gifts customarily given by the Great King: ψέλλια τε καὶ ἀκινόκην ἐδίδου καὶ στρεπτὸν, χιλιῶν δεκαεκατόν ἄξια ταῦτα, καὶ στολὴν ἑπ’ αὐτῶις Μηδικήν ἄνωμα δὲ τῇ στολῇ δοροφόρική. Now, although Aelian is speaking of gifts given to Greeks and people from elsewhere (ἐτέρωθεν), it is clear that the same gifts were given to the most noble Persians). Xenophon, Anab. 1.8. 28–29 describes Artapates in the following way: ‘Ἀρταπάτης δ’ ὁ πιστότατος αὐτῷ [sc. Κύρῳ] τῶν σκηπτούχων

\textsuperscript{1) Possibly even δοροφόρωια, which might help to explain *doriphoroe*.}

\textsuperscript{2) The robes worn by the Persian nobles were probably of the sort adopted by Alexander’s *hetaira*, on the King’s instructions: Curt. 6.6.7; Justin 12.3.9; Diod. 17.77.5; cf. Metz Epit. 2.